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Zoë Robertson1. 1 – Barnsley Hospital, 2- University of Sheffield, Dept. Of
Computer Science, 3 – University of Sheffield Dept. of Human Communication
Sciences, 4 – University of Sheffield School of Health and Related Research.

The SPECS project aims to develop a speech-driven device that will allow the
home environment to be controlled (for example turning on or off the lights or
television). The device developed will be targeted at older people and people with
disabilities and will be sensitive to disordered speech. Current environmental control systems (ECS) work using either a switch interface or speech recognition
software that does not comprehend disordered speech well. Switch-interface systems are often slow and complicated to use and the uptake of the available speech
recognition system has been poor [18].
A significant proportion of people requiring electronic assistive technology
(EAT) have dysarthria, a motor speech disorder, associated with their physical
disability. Speech control of EAT is seen as desirable for such people but machine
recognition of dysarthric speech is a difficult problem due to the variability of
their articulatory output [1]. Other work on large vocabulary adaptive speech recognition systems [2-6] and speaker dependent recognisers [3, 11-13] has not provided a solution for severely dysarthric speech. Building on the work of the
STARDUST project [14] our goal is to develop and implement speech recognition
as a viable control interface for people with severe physical disability and severe
dysarthria. The SPECS project is funded by the Health Technology Devices Programme of the Department of Health.

Design methodology & User Involvement
User input was viewed as central to the design of the new device, and the design process drew heavily on the RESPECT [15] and USERFIT [16] user-centred
design frameworks. The initial research aimed to specify the requirements of
speech enabled environmental control systems (ECS) and to feed this into the design process of the new device. Two main methods were used for the initial stages
of the user requirements gathering process – interviews and focus groups.
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Users of existing speech enabled ECS were interviewed about their experiences
of using these existing systems. Users were recruited from around the country
through EAT providers in NHS services. Twelve existing users were recruited –
the number was determined by saturation of the data, the small cohort of device
users and the bureaucratic requirements of research governance applications
within the NHS. Interviews were carried out by researchers experienced in Assistive Technology and were designed to be open and free ranging whilst also drawing on a pre-defined topic guide.
A focus group was also held with professionals involved in providing environmental control systems who had experience with speech input devices. This enabled the perspective of the providers to be examined and any barriers to provision
highlighted. In addition the professionals were able to draw on a wide range of
experience of provision of these and similar devices to our user group.

Data Analysis & Application
Framework analysis [17], a qualitative research tool, was chosen as the basis
for interpretation of user data since it allows a very focused analysis that can be
orientated specifically towards the needs of the development. The framework was
developed using preliminary data from the first two interviews and further interviews were subsequently analysed according to this framework. The outcome of
the framework analysis process is a rigorous, in-depth investigation of the themes
relating to the use of such devices. Each theme was illustrated by representative
extracts from the data, as shown in the example below:
Reliability – [Link to full Data]
Unreliability, the most heavily referenced perceived reason for failure, was
seen as a key issue by many participants. One of the main problems of reliability
was identified as the sound interference (see separate sub-theme) and included
misinterpretation of commands. Most participants had an overall feeling that the
device was not reliable. Participants identified a range of frequencies of unreliability, but most experienced problems daily:
“Yesterday was my aunt’s birthday up the road so my dad had to nip up
there and that left me with a screaming cat, a howling dog, a television going in all directions, lights going on, phones flashing and it
was just ‘get this bloody thing out of here!’. It was driving me mad
in the end. “
“normally it doesn’t let me down but it did on that occasion when I really
needed it, that’s the trouble, when I really needed it.”
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“how often would you say it misses a command or gets a command
wrong?
Maybe one in five, one in six. As I say, it depends on circumstances. If the television is noisy then it’s more often, it can be
one in two. If you’re on your own and the thing is quiet, maybe
one in ten or less.”
“Literally it drives me insane. It doesn’t respond to his voice all the time
and you have to repeat and repeat and repeat and I say ‘switch it
off, I’ll go and get the handset and do it from the handset’.
But it defeats the whole point of me having it.”

The data from the user involvement feeds into both the hardware and software
design - for each theme design features were identified and used to influence the
relevant specifications. Data on reliability, for example, allowed us to specify targets for recognition accuracy.
The software specification has two components – the recognition engine and
the user-interface. Work on the previous STARDUST project effectively specified the recognition engine, but refinements have been introduced as a result of
qualitative data. To specify the user interface, initially some simple case scenarios
based on participant’s data were produced. The results from the framework analysis were subsequently used to produce a comprehensive user-orientated specification and allowed the software designer to fully appreciate the pertinent issues for
users.
Having developed an initial working prototype, iterative testing will be carried
out with a typical cohort of end users. This may take a number of forms, including testing with prototype devices, software simulations and ‘wizard-of-oz’ style
simulations. In addition, professionals will be consulted through workshops at a
UK conference with possibly a further focus group to review the prototype device.
Further prototypes will allow for information from the user testing to be incorporated into the device before it is released onto the market.
“This work was undertaken by Barnsley Hospital, University of Sheffield, Dept.
Of Computer Science, University of Sheffield Dept. of Human Communication
Sciences and University of Sheffield School of Health and Related Research who
received funding from the Department of Health. The views expressed in the publication are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Department of
Health”
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